
The Ultimate Guidebook To The 2017
Total Eclipse Over Jackson Hole And
Grand Teton: Witness Nature's Most
Spectacular Phenomenon
The year 2017 brought with it an astronomical event that left millions in awe and

wonder - the total eclipse. One of the most sought-after locations to witness this

celestial phenomenon was Jackson Hole and the majestic Grand Teton. In this

comprehensive guidebook, we will take you through everything you need to know

about the 2017 total eclipse, from planning your trip to understanding the

mesmerizing beauty of this natural occurrence.

1. What Is a Total Eclipse?

A total eclipse occurs when the moon completely blocks the sun, revealing its

stunning corona. In this rare event, darkness ensues, and the landscape

transforms into an ethereal spectacle. Grand Teton and Jackson Hole provide an

ideal backdrop to witness this breathtaking phenomenon.

2. The Eclipse in Jackson Hole

Jackson Hole, nestled in the heart of Wyoming, became a hub for eclipse

enthusiasts from around the world. Here, the eclipse offered a unique experience

due to its vast open spaces, towering mountains, and remarkable wildlife

sightings. This guidebook will help you make the most of your visit to this stunning

destination.
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2.1 Planning Your Trip

When planning your trip to witness the total eclipse over Jackson Hole and Grand

Teton, there are a few key considerations:

2.1.1 Timing

The total eclipse occurred on August 21, 2017. It is vital to plan your visit

accordingly, as this was a once-in-a-lifetime event. Thousands flocked to Jackson

Hole to secure their spot for this exceptional occurrence, so early planning was

essential.

2.1.2 Accommodation

Due to the high demand, it was crucial to book accommodation well in advance.

Jackson Hole offers a range of options, from luxurious resorts to cozy cabins,

ensuring comfort during your eclipse experience.

2.1.3 Transportation

Transportation in and around Jackson Hole should be considered, especially

during the eclipse period. Rental cars, shuttles, or guided tours are available to
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ensure smooth travel between eclipse viewing spots and other iconic attractions

in the area.

2.2 Eclipse Viewing Locations

Choosing the perfect location to witness the total eclipse is paramount to fully

immerse yourself in this awe-inspiring event. Here are some recommended

locations:

2.2.1 Grand Teton National Park

Grand Teton National Park provides an unforgettable setting for eclipse viewing.

The towering mountains and scenic vistas offer a stunning backdrop for this

remarkable celestial event.

2.2.2 National Wildlife Refuges

Jackson Hole is renowned for its abundant wildlife. Consider one of the wildlife

refuges in the area, such as the National Elk Refuge or the National Museum of

Wildlife Art, for a unique eclipse viewing experience alongside the natural beauty

of wildlife.

3. Safety Precautions

While the total eclipse is a must-see experience, it is crucial to prioritize your

safety. Remember these essential safety precautions:

3.1 Eclipse Glasses

Never look directly at the sun, even during a partial eclipse. Eclipse glasses

provide the necessary protection for your eyes and should be worn at all times

during the event. Ensure your glasses are certified and meet the required safety

standards.



3.2 Stay Hydrated and Protected

August in Jackson Hole can be hot, so stay hydrated and protect your skin from

the sun's rays. Bring plenty of water, wear sunscreen, and dress appropriately for

the weather conditions.

4. The Magic of the Total Eclipse

The 2017 total eclipse over Jackson Hole and Grand Teton was a spellbinding

event that left spectators in awe. As the moon gradually covered the sun,

darkness fell, revealing the sun's radiant corona. The atmosphere tingled with

anticipation, and nature responded with a symphony of sounds - birds chirping,

animals seeking shelter, and the air cooling. Witnessing this extraordinary

interplay of celestial bodies is an unforgettable experience that connects us to the

vastness of the universe.

The 2017 total eclipse over Jackson Hole and Grand Teton was a truly

remarkable event that captivated people from all walks of life. By following this

comprehensive guidebook, you can plan your trip, choose the perfect viewing

spot, and ensure your safety to witness this cosmic spectacle in all its glory.

Prepare to be amazed by the beauty and grandeur of the total eclipse, an

experience that will leave an indelible mark on your memory.
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Jackson Hole Total Eclipse Guide

On August 21, a remarkable event will occur in Grand Teton National Park. A rare

total eclipse will pass directly over one of America's most famous national parks.

If you are planning to view the total eclipse in Wyoming, you need the Jackson

Hole Total Eclipse Guide.

This book has everything you need to know about viewing and photographing the

eclipse from the Jackson Hole area. In it, you will find some of the secret locations

locals know.

Why Buy the Jackson Hole Total Eclipse Guide?

Where should you watch the eclipse from? How will you find these locations? If

you have never been to Grand Teton before, you might get lost. You don't want to

be lost on the big day of the eclipse! The book even will tell you exactly where to

stand if you want to see the eclipse directly over the Grand Teton. It's not where

you think it is!

This commemorative official guide has information on lodging, travel and local

secrets. You will find a wealth of information about how to safely and successfully

photograph this rare total eclipse that will traverse the United States.

Get your autographed by the author copy by visiting:

www.sastrugipress.com/jheclipseSee all total eclipse state guides by visiting:
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